Abstract.
1. Throughout this note we are concerned with A = (aij), an «xn matrix which is diagonally dominant and where If A is irreducible, Taussky [5] has shown that A is nonsingular. In this note, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem.
Let the matrix A be such that for each i$J there is a sequence of nonzero elements of A of the form au , at., • • • , air¡ withjeJ.
Then A is nonsingular.
2. We need the following lemma and results to prove the Theorem. Lemma 1. Let A satisfy the conditions of the theorem. Then for any nonempty subset L of N such that LC\J= 0, there is a nonzero element au with z" e L andj $ L.
Proof.
Let L be a nonempty subset of N such that L nJ= 0. Choose /, e L, then i1 $ J and, hence, there is a sequence of nonzero elements of A of the form aiiH, aÍ2Í3, •••,«**,< for some is eJ. Let r be the first integer such that iT $ L and note that 2^r^s since /, e L and is $ L. Then o* _ti,#0 with ir_t e L and ir $ L. This proves Lemma 1. Hence det A^Yll=ig¡>0-
In the same way, we can show that the determinant of each of the principal submatrix of A is positive, therefore A is an M-matrix.
3. Proof of the Theorem. Ky Fan [2] has shown that if a complex matrix A = (ai}) and an M-matrix B=(bi}) satisfy Hence the matrix A satisfies the conditions of the Theorem.
